EXHIBIT A

ELECTRONIC NOTICE FORMAT AND ROUTING

From: Vice Chancellor 11/1/92 3:30PM (1396 bytes: 15 In)
To: pdnewman@ucsd.edu
Subject: Electronic Routing for Campus Notices

-----------------------------For warded---------------------
From: Next Reviewer 11/1/92 2:47PM (1396 bytes: 15 In)
To: Vice Chancellor
Subject: Electronic Routing for Campus Notices

-----------------------------For warded with Changes---------------------
--- From: Originator 11/1/92 11:25AM (1396 bytes: 15 In)
To: 1st Reviewer
Subject: Electronic Routing for Campus Notices

-----------------------------For warded---------------------
UCSD
CAMPUS NOTICE
University of California, San Diego

Office of _______________________

Date

SUBJECT: Notice Format

- NOTICE
TEXT -

Name and Title of Signator